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VALUES



Tempest is the only Indian Advertising agency to have co-
established an international agency network with it’s 

presence in the Americas, Europe & Asia 





MARKONE
BRAND ADVERTISING

ASSETONE
HR BRANDING 

DIGITAL DNA
DIGITAL MEDIA SERVICES

FARENHEIT
EVENT MANAGEMENT

SAMBANDH
CRM SERVICE

Our 
Services



SNAPSHOT OF OUR 
PORTFOLIO



Hospitality

Le Meridien, the iconic hotel of Pune, was being

taken over by Sheraton Grand. The objective was to

communicate the same to the masses.

It was decided to put Sheraton Grand and Le

Meridien on the same pedestal, hereby retaining the

emotional connect that people had with Le Meridien

and bringing about a new experience with Sheraton

Grand. The striking visuals along with the headline

“Only the best can replace the best” helped us to

achieve the desired result.

The 
BRIEF
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Le Merdien, Pune, an iconic 5-star hotel in Pune had just been taken over by the

international brand 'The Sheraton Grand'. With the change of guards, the

respective restaurants were also undergoing a renovation and were to be

relaunched. Bene Italian Kitchen, what was earlier Favola, was to be branded in the

Pune market as a restaurant that would serve authentic Italian delicacy. While all

other local brands had their presence it was esentially to make our presence felt.

The idea was to use Italian food items and connect it with a historical monument of

Italy that people could easily identify. Hence we created a unique visual

identity.The headline was deliberately kept short and a word was coined that could

mean "Enjoy delicious Italian cuisine", thus "It's Italicious!"
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Mastana Mango drink, yet another brand falling under Shelke

Beverages, needed a packaging revamp. The challenge was that the

previous packaging looked very mass-driven and did not justify its price

tag. Thus, we had to make the bottle look more in the league of leading

competitors like Maaza, Slice, Frooty and the likes. To achieve this

complete makeover, we firstly created a new logo unit using stylish san-

serif font. The fresh mango fruit, juice splash, and luscious mango cuts

were used to create temptation. To complete the look, we used fresh

blue crystal pattern to symbolise cool drink while creating a stark contrast

with yellow. Et Viola! We got the perfect brand new look.

The 
BRIEF

FMCG

Brand identity



Packaging



POS



Promotions





Oxycool is a packaged drinking water brand falling under the

brand umbrella of Shelke Beverages. The challenge presented

to us was total restructuring of the brand, right from positioning,

branding, tonality, to design language. Thus was born the

campaign 'Revive. Recharge.' The campaign was an offshoot

of Oxycool's newly crafted brand positioning 'Live Non-Stop' -

which elaborates the importance of water as an essential

element for survival and fuses it with the goodness and purity of

Oxycool packaged drinking water. The clean layout, bold fonts

and fresh colours blended the big idea into an eye-catching

piece of communication.

The 
BRIEF

Campaign
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Mahakeshamrut - a fresh entrant in the herbal hair-care market,

wanted us to conceptualise their brand positioning and campaign.

A brand that was facing a huge competition from established

brands like Patanjali, Lotus Herbals, Ayur, Keo Karpin, Indulekha and

likes, had to break the clutter and own a unique mind space.

We observed a peculiar pattern in which most ayurvedic products

advertised their products - a traditionally dressed woman, sages,

dried herbs in a mortar, etc. We wanted to give it a new-age look.

Thus was born the campaign 'Fashionably ayurvedic'. Through this

campaign we inspired our consumers to keep trying newer fashion

and styles. The underlined message was to undo all the damages

done by fashion with our herbal (ayurvedic) products. The look and

feel of this campaign was kept modern and trendy to appeal to

diverse target audiences.

The 
BRIEF

Personal care

Campaign
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Brigade is a leading builder in Bangalore. Brigade Exotica is one of the

premium offerings. It was one of the tallest buildings in Bangalore but

was located in an area which though in proximity to the commercial

hub, was still not fully developed. We therefore had to position it for

those who have arrived in life, are confident of themselves and

are able to see the future growth potential. We also had to highlight

the height of the building and hence showcased it through a hot air

balloon floating at a lower height.

The 
BRIEF
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Social Media Campaigns

Mobile Websites

Websites

Apps
Email Marketing

RWD

SEO

Inbound Marketing

Analytics

SEM

Ecommerce

Consulting

Hosting Services



OUR

DIGITAL 

STORIES 



A start-up venture by Invizo Technologies

A family based app with 8 different modules

Name, Logo and Positioning developed by us

Handling 360 degree branding and communication - mainline and online for Elivio



Create a Social Identity and help the brand from the launch 

till now through its lifecycle
C HALLENGE:

R ESULTS:

Successfully launched the app and brought in followers

50k FB likes and More than 20K downloads

FB 21% traffic and 50% by Blog

T OOLS:

Ads
Ads
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➢ Blogs  contributed to about 40% of Elivio’ s web traffic

➢ Face Book brought  7% of that traffic



Blogs







#eliviolittleleos



Launched by Magarpatta City in alliance with

farmers of Nanded Village, Near Khadakvasla, 
Pune

It’s a 700 acre city

Our client since 2009



Product focus towards young couplesC HALLENGE:

R ESULTS: Engagement on the FB Page increased by 300%

T OOLS:

Ads
Ads



Women’s Day Campaign





Andhra Pradesh Tourism Development Corporation 
(aptdc)

Primarily objective was to promote destination and 
aptdc resort on digital platform

Won ADEX Gold Award for best social media 
campaigns



R

To generate interest among viewers while promoting various 

destinations and all Haritha Resorts 
C HALLENGE:

ESULTS: Engagement increased over 400%

T OOLS:



Website Blog



FB

Twitter



R

Create engagement on social media for CCLC HALLENGE:

T OOLS:

ESULTS:

Ads
Ads

Increased Facebook Fan activity by 1000% 

Increased engagement and viewership to over 1 million





Engagement on CCL’s facebook page improved by 1000%. We created exciting Facebook offers 
and games that kept the target audience engaged for longer and improved interaction on the 
page as well.





































































redcarpet@tempestadvertising.com

thank you
feel free to call us 
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